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The way that i got to my initial idea was that i was searching arounding for problems that still consist 
these days and thats where i got littering as my main problem to focus on so i thought of ways to reduce 
littering that hasnt been done yet and could well be a good experience so the edible wrapper was a good 
idea that i stuck with. The reason why i was looking at problems mainly is because i feel like to make a 
difference or to make it different, you need to fix the problems that have been an issue for a while with 
something new and maybe exciting. I think the idea that i have could really make a difference especially 
with teenagers as it will make them learn quickly in a way about not to litter as it could endanger the with teenagers as it will make them learn quickly in a way about not to litter as it could endanger the 
animals that live in the wild as well as it is bad for the environment.

Through experience, I have noticed that when litter on the ground is shown, it initially attracts even 
more litter and normally when you see a clean area/community from research people are therefore dis-
couraged from littering and which improves the community’s appearance and quality of life. Experi-
ence have also shown that litter is the result of individual behavior - choosing to litter or being careless 
in the handling of waste. So throughout the development process, i looked at how this edible wrapper 
could come about and thinking about what the idea could be make out of and whether i could use any 
ideas that have already been done.  So this is where i looked at existing wrappers and found that it has 
already been done but hardly anyone knows of the idea.

To develop my idea more, i had to look around on existing wrap-
pers and i came across a unusual process called ‘Spherification’ and 
my first impressions on this idea is that i thought it was crazy and 
amazing like you dont normally see a liquid turn into a solid in 
which you could eat that often, well unless you think of ice then 
thats completely different yet the same. Spherification does fit in 
with my idea in a way because it does create a wrapper around 
something which in most cases would be a liquid substance as well something which in most cases would be a liquid substance as well 
as it is edible and possibly bio-degradable. Furthermore, i noticed 
that some wrappers are dissolvable like the wrappers you get 
around dishwasher tabets and that helped me develop my edible 
wrapper even further to create it environment friendly.

I also thought that you could use anything as a wrapper itself for 
example you could use chocolate even for a wrapper around some-
thing like nuts. I also thought about getting some ideas about the 
materials potato and banana uses into my idea as they both count 
as a wrapper and are bio-degradable.
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